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The need of high-performance concrete is increasing in  recent years for the use in 
high rise building and the new breed of concrete gravity platforms for offshore 
structures. The use of high strength concrete needs high percentage of steel 
reinforcement to get the full capacity of the flexural strength of the member. Hence, 
the need of using high grade of steel reinforcement and different fibers to concrete 
mixes is necessary from the economical point of view. So, different ribs are used 
for the increase of bond strength between steel reinforcement and high-
performance concrete. But these materials were brittle and the failure also was 
brittle. So, fibers are used to enhance their composite properties. 
 

There is  little information in the available literature about the flexural behavior of 
high-performance and high-performance fiber-reinforced concrete beams with 
different rib geometry under partial bond. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 
application of different types of fibers and steel rib geometry in the technology of 
high strength R.C. rectangular beams having fc=900kg/cm2 and study their 
flexural behavior under static loading.  
 

Test results showed that, the failure mode, cracks pattern and flexural behavior of 
high strength and  fiber-high strength reinforced concrete beams were clearly 
affected by rib geometry and quality of the main steel and fibers type. The values of 
cracking and ultimate load carrying capacity of R.C. tested beams were increased 
with the increase of the grade of the main steel and its relative rib area (Fy from 
3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 &   αsb from 0.0 to 0.10) by about 65 & 76% respectively for 
beams without fibers. Also, they were increased by about 80 & 82% for beams with 
polypropylene fibers and by about 86 & 83% for beams with harex steel fibers.  
The addition of fibers to concrete mixes of R.C. beams has greatly improved their 
ductility by increasing the ultimate strains under maximum compressive stresses 
and improved the crack propagation patterns for all tested (HPFRC) beams.  
 
KEYWORDS: Rib geometry, Fibers, polypropylene, harex steel fibers, Flexural 
behavior, High-performance concrete, cracks pattern, failure mode  
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1-INTRODUCTION 
High strength concrete began to be developed in 1970 for the use in high rise buildings 
and the new breed of concrete gravity platforms for offshore structure. These 
developments have continued over the past twenty-years with concrete of 80,100 and 
120 N/mm2 and even higher. According to ACI building code [1], the maximum 
allowable percentage of reinforcement varies from 1% to 4.7% for normal strength 
concrete having fc=300kg/cm2 and steel with fy=2400kg/cm2. But, this percentage 
varies from 1% to 7% for high performance concrete having fc>800kg/cm2 and steel 
with fy=4000 kg/cm2. So, the use of high strength concrete needs high percentage of 
steel reinforcement to get the full capacity of the flexural strength of the member. So, 
the need of using high grade of steel reinforcement and different fibers to concrete 
mixes is necessary from the economical point of view. Using steels of high grade 
maximizes the benefit of using this material. So,  different ribs are used for the increase 
of bond strength between steel reinforcement and high-performance concrete. But 
these materials were brittle and their failure also was brittle .So, fibers are used to 
enhance composite properties. The enhanced properties include tensile strength, 
compressive strength, bond strength, elastic modulus, crack resistance, crack control, 
durability, fatigue life, resistance to impact and abrasion, shrinkage, expansion, thermal 
characteristics, and fire resistance [2, 3, 4]. 
 

High-performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete (HPFRC) is a result of the addition of 
either short discrete fibers or continuous long fibers to the cement based matrix. Due to 
the superior performance characteristics of this category of (HPC), its use by the 
construction industry has significantly increased in the last 16 years. A very good guide 
to various Portland cement-based composites as well as their constituent materials is 
available in a published book “Balaguru and Shah 1992” [5]. The book provides 
information on fabrication, mechanical and long-term properties of concrete with short 
discrete fibers. It also covers special topics such as fiber-reinforced cements and slurry-
infiltrated fiber concrete. In 1992, the first international workshop on high performance 
fiber reinforced cement composites (HPFRCC) was held in Mainz, Germany 
“Reinhardt and Naaman 1992” [6].   
 

M. H. Harajli and M. E. Mabsout, 2002, [7] have studied the effect of fibers on the 
bond strength of deformed bars embedded  in concrete . They have reported that, the 
use of fiber reinforcement significantly increases the development/splice strength and 
considerably enhances the ductility of bond failure. The increase in bond strength 
required using steel fibers may increase with levels substantially larger than the 
maximum limit stipulated in the ACI building code [1] for ordinary transverse 
reinforcement.  
 

Experimental study on steel fiber-reinforced concrete beams were investigated by 
Magdy A. Tayel et al, 2003, [8] .They concluded that the addition of steel fibers to a 
concrete mix has increased the hardened concrete compressive and tensile strengths. 
And the addition of steel fibers in a very small ratio = 0.25% does not increase the 
concrete strengths. 
 

The effect of rib geometry of steel reinforcement on bond of normal strength concrete 
was studied by Ali M.A., 2000, [9].He found that  the final mode of failure, cracking 
and ultimate load  and deformation of cantilever-to-column connection were affected 
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by  the relative rib area (αsb) and development length . The geometry of the ribs can be 
expressed by the relative rib area αsb , which is described by Rehm [10] as αsb (ratio of 
projected rib area normal to bar axis to the product of the nominal bar perimeter and 
the center-to-center rib spacing). Rehm[10], Soretz and Holzenbein[11], and Parviz 
[12] showed that the influence of the deformation pattern of bar on the local bond 
stress-slip behavior can reasonably be described as a function of the relative rib area 
for pullout specimens with normal concrete strength.The definition of the relative rib 
area αsb is described by Rehm as shown in Fig. 1 .  
 

αsb= (k.FR.sinβ)/(π.db.cs)………………………………………………………..(1) 
 

Where : 
k =  number of transverse ribs around the bar perimeter 
db = nominal diameter of bar , and FR = parabolic area of the transverse rib. 

 

                                                                                            

 
      

                                              b- Rib section A-B     
 

Fig. 1:  Properties of the rib geometry of steel bar. 

 
Since 1990, several studies have been conducted to investigate specifically the bond 
strength of reinforcement in high strength concrete. de Larrard et al. , 1993, [13] 
evaluated the bond strengh between high strength concrete and reinforcing bars using 
the RILEM beam test. A high strength concrete with 28-days compressive strength of 
95 MPa was used and a normal strength concrete of 42 MPa used as a control. Three 
different sizes of deformed bars (10, 16, 25 mm) and one smooth bar (25 mm) were 
used. Based on several preliminary tests, the RILEM recommended bond (anchorage) 
length of 10 times bar diameter had to be reduced to 3 times to 2.5 times bar diameter 
for high strength concrete to ensure bond failure rather than yielding of reinforcement.  
So, this paper focuses on the application of different types of fibers and different 
grades of steel with different shapes of rib geometry in the technology of high strength 
R.C. rectangular beams having fc = 900kg/cm2 under static loading.     

 
2- EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

 

The main aim of this program is to investigate experimentally the behavior of high 
strength R.C. rectangular beams affected by fibers and grade of main steel with 
different types of rib geometry under static loads. 

a- Bar with inclined ribs  

FR 
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The experimental approach in this study consisted of testing nine rectangular beams 
under static load. High strength concrete of about 900kg/cm2 compressive strength was 
used. All beams were tested at 28 days curing age. The beams were all identical in size, 
12-cm width and 30 cm overall depth. Bonded parts beyond the support (L1) for steel 
reinforcement used in this study were 5db only for all beams. All beams were tested 
under two third points of loading on an effective span of 2.4ms, with shear span to 
effective depth ratio a/d = 3.0. The steel reinforcement of all beams was 2φ16mm as 
tension reinforcement, 2φ12mm as compression reinforcement and closed stirrups of 
10 φ8 mm/m\. Details of tested beams and reinforcement are shown in Fig. 2 . The 
study takes into consideration the following variables: 
 

1- Grade of the main steel represented by its yield stress (Fy = 3100, 4600 &         
4750 kg/cm2), 

2- Rib geometry of the main steel reinforcement used in the tested beams, which 
represented by its relative rib area (αsb = 0.00, 0.062 & 0.10). 

3- Type of fibers: two types of fibers (polypropylene, and steel fibers “harex”) were 
used for all high strength fiber reinforced concrete beams. 

 
The behavior of tested beams includes the initiation of cracks and their propagation, 
final mode of failure, relationship between applied flexural load and maximum induced 
deformation; in terms of deflection, slip, strain and end slope of (HPC) and (HPFRC) 
beams reinforced with steel having variable relative rib area (αsb ) and modified with 
different types of fibers.  

 
Fig. 2: Details of R.C. tested beams. 
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2.1- Materials 
 

2.1.1- High Performance Concrete (HPC)  
Concrete mix design was made to produce high strength concrete of 28-days cubic 
strength of 900 kg/cm2. Concrete mix proportions are given in Table 1 . 
 

Table 1:  Concrete mix proportions. 
 

Cement, 
kg/m3 

Fine 
aggregate, 

kg/m3 

Coarse 
aggregate, 

kg/ m3 

Silica-fume, 
kg/m3 

Superplasticizer 
(B.V.S.), 
Litre/m3 

Water, 
liter/m3 

500   580 1200 110 17.5 140 
 
Ordinary Portland cement was used (Assiut Cement).  The coarse aggregate used was 
crushed basalt of 12mm nominal size. Local natural sand was used as fine aggregate; 
Superplasticizer (B.V.S.) type, with optimum dosage 17.5 litre/m3 for concrete mix; 
110 kg/m3 optimum dosage of silica fume with specific gravity 2.15 t/m3  were used. 
 
2.1.2- Steel Reinforcement  
Plain bars of normal mild steel ( Fy = 3100 kg/cm2 with αsb = 0.00) with diameters 8 
and 16-mm used for stirrups and main steel in (HPC) and (HPFRC) beams. But 
deformed bars of high tensile strength (Fy = 4600 &4750 kg/cm2 with αsb = 0.062 & 
0.10, respectively) were used as longitudinal tension /compression reinforcements with 
diameters of 16 and 12mm in (HPFRC) beams. Details of steel reinforcement are given 
in Table 2 . 
 
2.1.3 - High-Performance Fiber-Reinforced Concrete Properties (HPFRC)  
Six beams (group B&C) of high performance fiber reinforced concrete of 900 kg/cm2 
were made from the same materials of (HPC) plus polypropylene (B1P, B2P,and B3P) 
and harex steel fibers (B1S,B2S,B3S). Typical properties of various types of the non-
metallic fiber (polypropylene fiber) and metallic fiber (harex steel fiber) are given in 
Table 3  and the shape of fibers is shown in Fig. 3 .One fiber concentration only was 
used in the all tested beams and equals to 1.0% by volume of the total mix. This 
concentration of polypropylene is large but it was taken in this research for the 
comparison of results with the harex steel fibers.  
 

Table 2:  Mechanical and Geometrical Properties of Steel Bars. 
 

Group Series 
Nominal   
db, mm 

Bar 
Notation 

Relative 
Rib Area 

(αsb) 

Yield 
stress  (Fy) 

kg/cm2 

Ultimate 
strength 

(Fu) kg/cm2 

% 
Elongation 

 

A 
& 
B 

and 
C 

B1,B2,B3 
& 

B1P,B2P,B3P 
and 

B1S,B2S,B3S 

16 

Sm 0.000 3100 4600 28.6 
B\S 0.062 4600 6700 19.2 

EZ•AL2 0.100 4750 6900 18.5 

Top steel 12 EZAL 0.060 4600 6700 22.0 

Stirrups 8 Sm* 0.000 2900 4200 29.5 
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Table 3 :  Typical  properties of  fibers  . 

Type of fibers 
Diameter, 

(µm) 
Length
, (mm) 

Density, 
(gm/cm3) 

Tensile 
Strength, 
kg/cm2 

Young's 
modulus, 
kg/cm2 

Elongation,  
(%) 

Polypropylene 2-20 18 0.91     5000 50000 8-10 
Harex steel 1000 32 7.8 20000 2000000 3 

Properties of harex steel fiber locally produced by chemicals for modern building CEM 
Co. But polypropylene fiber produced by Sika Co. in Italy 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              a-Polypropylene fiber                                  b-Harex steel fiber       
 

Fig.  3:  Shape of metallic and non-metallic  fibers. 
 

2.2 Test Procedure  

Nine R.C. beams of 28 days age were tested, simply supported over a clear span of 
2.4ms, under two third-points of loading. The available testing machine (EMS 60 tons 
Pu) was used in testing the beams specimens under static loading. Average values of 
28-days concrete compressive strength determined from cubes of 15cm side length 
were (907, 900 and 918 kg/cm2) for (HPC) beams without fibers, (HPFRC) beams 
with polypropylene fibers and harex steel fibers respectively. The beams deflection 
was measured using dial gauges with accuracy of 0.01mm at the bottom surface of 
testing beams at mid span. Strains of concrete were measured at the top surface of 
tested beams at the mid span using electrical strain gauges having effective length of 
50 mm. The load was applied in an increment of 0.5 ton up to failure load. After each 
increment, reading of strain gauges, dial gauge, and crack propagation were recorded.  

 
3- TEST RESULTS 

 

3.1- Effect Of The Shape Of Rib Geometry On The Pro perties Of Steel 
Bars And Their Ultimate Bond Strength   
 

The effect of different shapes of rib geometry, represented by relative rib area 
(αsb), on the mechanical properties of different types of steel bars of nominal 
diameter 16mm and their ultimate bond strength for different bonded lengths was 
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studied. Also, the influence of different shapes of rib geometry, represented by relative 
rib area on the ultimate bond strength of different types of steel bas of the same 
nominal diameter was studied by using pull-out prismatic specimens of square section 
12x12cms with cubic strength 900kg/cm2, which were tested with 16mm embedded 
steel bar of different bonded lengths of  5db, 7.5db & 10db and the results are shown in 
Table 4 .  From Table 4 , it is clear that the shape of rib geometry of steel bars 
represented by its relative rib area (αsb) has a very small effect on their mechanical 
properties especially yield stress and ultimate strength. But, this shape of rib geometry 
has a clear influence on the ultimate bond strength of tested specimens, which 
increased by the increase of the relative rib area and not mainly depended on the yield 
stress only of steel bars. For example, by the comparison of bar type EZ.AL1 (Fy = 
4750 kg/cm2 & αsb =  0.07) with bar type BS5 (Fy= 4300 kg/cm2 & αsb =  0.093) it is 
clear that, the ultimate bond strength of specimen with bar BS5, of low yield stress, 
equals 224.9 kg/cm2. But, it equals 208.39 kg/cm2 for specimen with bar EZ.AL1 of 
high yield stress. This means that the main influence on the ultimate bond strength 
depends on the rib geometry of the bars, which did not reach the yield point.  
 
Table 4:  Mechanical and geometrical properties of deformed Bars and their effect on 

the ultimate bond strength of high strength concrete prismatic specimens. 
 

Nominal 
db , mm 

Type of 
bars 

 

Relative 
Rib Area 

(αsb) 

Yield 
stress 

kg/cm2 

(Fy)
 

Ultimate 
strength 
kg/cm2 

(Fu) 

% 
Elongation 

 

ultimate bond strength 
(Fbu ), kg/cm2 for different 

bonded lengths 

5db 7.5 db 10 db 

16 

Sm 0.000 3100 4600 28.6 96.61 92.92 88.16 

Lxx 0.030 4600 6940 22.4 179.5 171.42 159.4 

BS 0.045 4360 6880 19.9 190.0 181.62 168.23 

EZ 0.060 4700 6990 20.3 200.8 192.15 192.15 

B\S 0.062 4600 6700 19.2 201.92 192.56 192.56 

EZ1AL 0.065 4500 6675 19.7 204.81 193.72 193.72 

EZ-AL 0.069 4600 6650 19.3 206.9 194.71 194.71 

EZ.AL1 0.070 4750 6700 18.6 208.39 195.29 195.29 

ARSL 0.072 4600 6750 18.4 210.5 196.2 196.2 

NS 0.073 4400 6450 18.6 211.3 196.54 196.54 

TS 0.076 4450 6550 19.0 212.6 196.87 196.87 

DK2 0.078 4550 6800 19.5 215.0 197.8 197.8 

DK1 0.090 4450 6200 20.5 222.0 203.1 203.1 

BS5 0.093 4300 6190 18.8 224.9 204.91 204.91 

EZ.AL2 0.100 4750 6900 18.5 231.35 209.39 209.39 
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3.2- Cracks Pattern And Mode Of Failure Of Tested B eams  
Cracks pattern and modes of failure are shown in Figs. 4  and 5 for the tested  
reinforced high-performance concrete (HPC) and high-performance fiber–reinforced 
concrete (HPFRC) beams . Three (HPC) beams and six rectangular (HPFRC) beams 
were tested under static loading. Generally, three types of final mode failure can be 
distinguished according to the relative rib area (αsb) and fiber types as bond failure 
(Pullout) , bond-flexural failure or flexural failure. 
 

The effect of the various parameters on the cracks and final modes of failure for beams 
will be discussed as follows. 
 
3.2.1 Effect of grade of steel and its relative rib  area (αsb)  
The following noted cracks for tested beams were observed as follows: 
• The initiation of cracks were observed at smooth bar of low yield stress (Fy =   

3100 kg/cm2) or small value of (αsb = 0.00) for beams (B1, B1P, B1S) and for 
beams (B3, B3P, B3S) at greater values of yield stress (Fy = 4750 kg/cm2) and 
relative rib area of (αsb = 0.10).  

• The width of cracks and spacing between them were significantly large for beams 
(B1, B1P, B1S) having smooth bars, but narrow for others having ribbed bars.  

• The propagation of cracks for beams (B3, B3P, B3S) and (B2, B2P, B2S) were 
more than those compared to beams (B1, B1P, B1S). 

 

Fig. 4a:  Cracks pattern of R.C. beams without fibers (B1,B2 and B3). 
 

Fig. 4b:  Cracks pattern of R.C. beams with polypropylene fibers (B1P, B1P & B3P). 
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Fig. 5a:  Failure shape of beam (B1). 
 

 

Fig.5b: Failure shape of beam (B2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig.5c:  Failure shape of beam  (B3). 
 
 
 
• The major cracks were formed in the tension zone at the maximum moment for all 

beams (at mid span of beams). 
• The final modes of failure of beams (B1, B1P, B1S) with smooth bars were noticed 

to be bond-flexural failure, and for ribbed bars with relative rib area (αsb) = 0.062 
& 0.10 as for beams (B2, B2P, B2S, B3, B3P &B3S) were noticed to be flexural 
failure. 

 

Fig. 4c:  Cracks pattern of R.C. beams with harex steel fibers (B1S, B2S and B3S). 
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3.2.2  Effect of fiber type 
The following noted cracks for beams were observed as follows: 
• The initiation of cracks were observed for beams without fibers  (B1, B2, B3) and 

for beams with polypropylene fibers (B1P, B2P, B3P) or harex steel fibers (B1S, 
B2S, B3S) at the maximum moment in the tension zone. 

• The propagation of cracks for beams  (B1S, B2S, B3S) were less than those 
compared to beams (B1P, B2P, B3P), which were less than those compared to 
beams (B1, B2, B3). 

• The major cracks were formed at the maximum moment for all tested beams (at 
mid span). 

• The final modes of failure for beams (B1, B1P, B1S) with smooth bars were 
noticed to be bond-flexural failure, and for ribbed bars with relative rib area (αsb) = 
0.062 & 0.10 as for beams (B2, B2P, B2S, B3, B3P & B3S) were noticed to be 
flexural failure as shown in Figs. 4 , 5 and 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6a:   Failure shape of beam  (BIP). 

 

 

Fig. 6b:   Failure shape of beam (B2P). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6c:   Failure shape of beam (B3P). 
 

Fig. 6d:   Failure shape of beam (B1S). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 6e:  Failure shape of beam (B2S). 
 

Fig. 6f:   Failure shape of beam (B3S). 
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3-3 Measured Deformations   
The flexural load-mid span deflection; load-end slip; load-concrete strain and load-end 
slope curves obtained from tests are shown in Figs. 7  to 9. The effect of the various 
parameters on the load-mid span deformation characteristics will be discussed as 
follows. 
 
3.3.1  Load – mid span deflection  
The measured and theoretical values of mid span deflection of tested beams are plotted 
versus applied load up to failure as shown in Fig. 7 . All plotted values indicated that, 
the deflection increases as the applied load increases up to the ultimate load for all 
beams. Then, the beams started to show the sign of failure and the slope of the load- 
deflection curve becomes flat or horizontal straight line and the deflection increased 
with or without decrease  of loads for beams with fibers .The relation between the 
applied load and the mid span deflection tends to be in linear or non linear relation 
depending on the applied load level. The relation depends mainly on the grade of the 
main steel and its relative rib area (αsb), as well as the fiber type. The theoretical 
central deflection at all loads was calculated only for (HSC) beams without fiber by 
using ACI [1] equations as:   
 

δth=(23/648)*[(Pu/2)*L
3/(Ec*Ie)]……………………………………. (2)                

  Ec=3320√ƒ/
c+6900 Mpa   ………………..….….………………..…(3) 

  Ie= (Mcr/Ma)
3Ig +(1-( Mcr/Ma)

3 Icr)   …………….………………... (4)   
 

  Mcr = (fctr .Ig)/yct ,   fctr = 0.94√ƒ/
cMpa,  Ig= bt3/12 ,  yct= t/2,  b=12cm,  t=30cm  

 

–  Effect of grade of the main steel and its relative rib area ( αSb) 
The values of the applied load for all tested beams increased with the increase of grade 
of steel reinforcement and its relative rib area  (αsb). Generally, the shape of the load-
mid span deflection curve of tested beams reinforced with bars of low grade and small 
relative rib area  (αsb) differs than that of tested beams with high grade of steel and 
high relative rib area  (αsb). At the same value of deflection of 1.0 mm for beams (B1, 
B2 & B3), the applied load increased respectively from 5.5 ton to 9.0 & 10.5 tons. 
This means that the increase of grade of steel from fy =3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its 
relative rib area from 0.0 to 0.10  increased the applied load at the same deflection by 
about 90%.  
 
– Effect of fibers type   
The values of the applied load at all values of deflections for beams modified with 
polypropylene fibers were more than that values of beams without fibers. And the 
values of the applied load at all values of deflections for beams modified with harex 
steel fibers were more than that values of beams with polypropylene fibers. For high 
performance concrete, the failure of beams without fibers was more brittle. But For 
high performance fiber reinforced concrete,  the failure of beams was ductile, as 
shown in Fig. 7 . At the same value of deflection of 1.0 mm for beams with harex steel 
fibers (B1S, B2S &B3S), the applied load increased respectively from 6.8 ton to 11.5 
& 13.2 tons. This means that the increase of grade of steel from Fy =3100 to         
4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 increased the applied load at the 
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same deflection by about 94%. This type of fiber increased applied load at the same 
deflection by about 26% for beams with ribbed bars and by about 23% for beams with 
smooth bars.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7:  Load versus mid span deflection 
for tested beams with and without fibers. 

Fig. 8:  Load - end slip relationship for 
tested  beams with and without fibers. 

 
 
3. 3. 2   Load – end slip  relationship  
Stresses for concrete and steel are transferred between the two materials if they work 
together in beams. The term “bond” is used to describe the means by which slip 
between concrete and steel is prevented or minimized wherever the tensile or 
compressive stress in a bar changes or not. Bond stresses must act along the surface of 
the bar to produce the change. Deformed bars have larger bond capacity because of the 
interlocking of the ribs with the surrounding concrete .The mechanism of bond is 
comprised of three main components: chemical adhesion, friction, and mechanical 
interlock between bar ribs and concrete measured. The measured slip of main steel for 
all tested beams is plotted against applied load up to failure as shown in Fig. 8 . 
 
– Effect of grade of  main steel and its relative r ib area  ( αsb) 
The measured values of the slip for all tested beams indicated that, the end slips 
decrease with the increase of the grade of steel and its relative rib area (α sb). Also, the 
load carrying capacity increases with the increase of the grade of steel and its relative 
rib area  (α sb). At the same value of slip of 1.0 mm for beams (B1, B2 & B3), the 
applied load increased respectively from 3 ton to 7.75 & 9.5 tons. This means that the 
increase of grade of steel from fy = 3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 
0.0 to 0.10  increased the applied load at the same slip by about 217 %. 
 
 – Effect of fibers type       
The measured loads for tested beams group (C) having harex steel fibers were larger 
than that measured for group (B) having polypropylene fibers. A1so, the measured 
loads for group (B) having polypropylene fibers were larger than that measured for 
group (A) without fibers as shown in Fig. 8 . The measured end slip of steel bars 
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decreased for beams with fibers. At the same value of slip of 1.0 mm for beams with 
harex steel fibers (B1S, B2S &B3S), the applied load increased respectively from  
4.75 ton to 11.8 & 13.4 tons. This means that the increase of grade of steel from Fy = 
3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 increased the applied 
load at the same slip by about 182 %. This type of fiber increased applied load at the 
same slip by about 41 % for beams with ribbed bars and by about 57 % for beams with 
smooth bars.  

 
3. 3. 3  Concrete  strain 
The measured values of concrete strain at the top surface of the compression zone of 
tested beams are plotted versus applied load from starting loading up to failure as 
shown in Fig. 9 . Generally, the compressive concrete strain increases as the applied 
load increases up to the ultimate loads .The rate of increase of compressive concrete 
strain depends on the grade of steel reinforcement and its relative rib area (α sb) and the 
fibers type. The effect of these parameters can be observed from such curves. 
 
– Effect of grade of the main steel and its relative rib area ( αsb)  
The measured values of the concrete strain for all tested beams in group (A), (B) and 
(C) decrease with the increase of the grade of steel reinforcement and its relative rib 
area (αsb). At the same value of concrete strain of 2x10-3 for beams (B1, B2 &B3), the 
applied load increased respectively from 6.5 ton to 10 & 11 tons. This means that the 
increase of grade of steel from fy=3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 
0.0 to 0.10 increased the applied at the same strain by about 69 %. 

 
– Effect of fibers type         
 The measured values of compressive concrete strain for all tested beams of group (A) 
increase than that of beams with the use of fibers (group B & C) as shown in Fig. 9 . At 
the same value of concrete strain of 2x10-3 for beams with harex steel fibers (B1S, B2S 
&B3S), the applied load increased respectively from 7 ton to 11.9 & 13.2 tons. This 
means that the increase of grade of steel from Fy=3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative 
rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 increased the applied at the same strain by about 88 %. This 
type of fiber increased applied load at the same concrete strain by about 20% for beams 
with ribbed bars and by about 8 % for beams with smooth bars.  

 
3. 3. 4  Load-slope characteristics  
The maximum measured slope at the center of hinged support of the beams is plotted  
versus the applied load from zero loading up to failure as shown in Fig. 10 . Generally, 
the slope at the center of hinged support increases as the applied load increases up to 
limit of cracking load. Beyond this limit a sharp decrease in the rate of increase of the 
ultimate slope was observed and after that increasing in the slope was accompanied by 
a slight increasing of the applied load up to ultimate load for all beams. Then starting 
from the ultimate load, the beams started to show the sign of failure and the slope of 
the load- slope curve becomes flat from top to bottom or horizontal straight line  and 
the slope increased with or without decrease of the loads for beams with fibers. The 
effect of the studied variables on the load-end slope will be discussed as follows:  
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Fig. 9:  Load–Compressive concrete strain 
at mid span relationship for tested beams. 

 

Fig.  10:  Load- end slope relationship 
for all R.C. tested beams. 

 
 

– Effect of grad of the main steel and its relative  rib area ( αsb)  
The values of slope for all tested beams in groups (A),  (B) and (C) decrease with the 
increase of the value of grade of steel and its relative rib area (αsb) due to the increase 
of the yield stress of steel reinforcement and bond between the steel and concrete. At 
the same value of slope of 1.5x10-3 for beams (B1, B2 & B3), the applied load 
increased respectively from 5.8 ton to 9.8 & 11.4 tons. This means that the increase of 
grade of steel from fy=3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 
increased the applied at the same slope by about 96 %. 
 
– Effect of fibers type       
The values of end slope for all tested beams in  groups (B & C) with the used fibers 
were less than for beams in group (A) as a result of increasing quality of concrete and 
bond stresses between main steel and concrete. At the same value of slope of 1.5x10-3 
for beams with harex steel fibers (B1S, B2S & B3S), the applied load increased 
respectively from 6.7 ton to 11.8 & 13.3 tons. This means that the increase of grade of 
steel from Fy=3100 to 4750 kg/cm2 and its relative rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 increased 
the applied at the same slope by about 98 %. This type of fiber increased applied load 
at the same slope by about 17 % for beams with ribbed bars and by about 16 % for 
beams with smooth bars.  

 
4. DISCUSSIONS  OF  RESULTS 

This item describes and interprets the analysis of the obtained test results of the HPC 
and HPFRC beams. The analysis includes the relationship between the values of the 
cracking and ultimate loads, slips, deflections, concrete strains and slope versus grade 
of steel represented by its yield stress or its relative rib area of bars (αsb) and the used 
fibers type. 
 
4.1 Cracking and Ultimate Loads 
The values of the obtained cracking (Pcr) and ultimate loads (Pu) for tested beams are 
given in Table 5 . The theoretical values of the ultimate load (Puth) can be determined 
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according to the smallest value of the following cases (a)- due to bending ,(b)- due to 
shear or(c)-due to bond .The critical case was due to bending as follow by “ACI code 
1995” [1]: 
Mu =As.ƒy.d (1-0.59ρƒy/ƒ

/c),  ƒ/c =0.9fc, Puth = 2.5Mu, Mu =0.8 (Puth /2), ρ = As /Ac  
 

Then,   Puth = 2.7 Fy (1 – 0.9 Fy/105)       kg………..…… …………………… …(5) 
 

The theoretical values of the ultimate load for beams (without fibers) were 8.14 ; 11.91 
and 12.28 ton for bars type Sm ;  B\S and  EZ•AL2, respectively . 
The theoretical values of the cracking load (Pcrth) for beams without fibers can be 
determined according to (ACI) [1].  Where Mcr = (fctr .Ig)/yct  , fctr =0.94√ƒ/c  Mpa ,   
Mcr = 0.8(Pcrth./2), So, Pcrth =  2.5Mcr. Then Pcrth = 3.81 ton.  
 
– Influence of grade of steel and its relative rib area (αsb ) 
 

The values of cracking (Pcr) and the ultimate loads (Pu) for tested beams increase with 
the increase of grade of steel bars represented by its yield stress and relative rib area 
(αsb) as shown in Table 5 and Fig. 11 . 
The values of cracking and the ultimate loads of bars (B\S) and (EZ.AL2) compared to 
the corresponding values of steel bar (Sm) at different fibers were increased, 
respectively as follows: 
 

(a)-For cracking load  
For beams without fibers, by about 53.9 and 65.4  %, respectively. 
For beams with polypropylene fibers, by about 63.2 and 80.3 %, respectively. 
For beams with Harex steel fibers, by about 65 and 85.7%, respectively. 
 

(b)-For ultimate load  
For beams without fibers, by about 57.8 and 76.6 %, respectively. 
For beams with polypropylene fibers, by about 61 and 81.9 %, respectively. 
For beams with H. steel fibers, by about 62 and 82.7 %, respectively. 
 

Table 5:  Values of cracking and ultimate loads for beams with and without fibers. 
 

Group 
No. 

Series 
of 

beams 

Relative 
Rib Area 

(αsb) 

Fiber 
Types 

Pcr. 
(ton) 

Pu. 
(ton) 

Mode of Failure 

A 
B1 0.00 

Without 
fibers 

2.6 6.40 Bond -Flexural  Failure 
B2 0.062 4.0 10.10 Flexural Failure 
B3 0.100 4.3 11.30 Flexural Failure 

B 
B1P 0.00 PP.F 2.94 6.9 Bond -Flexural  Failure 
B2P 0.062 PP.F 4.8 11.11 Flexural Failure 

B3P 0.100 PP.F 5.3 12.55 Flexural Failure 

C 
B1S 0.00 HS.F 3.15 7.3 Bond -Flexural  Failure 
B2S 0.062 HS.F 5.2 11.82 Flexural Failure 
B3S 0.100 HS.F 5.85 13.34 Flexural Failure 

 

Pcr  and Pu    : Experimental values of cracking and ultimate load  
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- Influence of fibers type 
The values of cracking (Pcr) and ultimate loads (Pu) for tested beams were more for 
beams with harex steel fibers than those of beams with polypropylene fibers. Also, 
they were more for beams with polypropylene fibers than those of beams without 
fibers as shown in Fig. 12 . The values of cracking (Pcr) and ultimate (Pu) loads of 
beams made from (HPFRC) with harex steel and polypropylene fibers compared to 
the corresponding values of beams made from (HPC) without fibers with steel bars 
type (Sm) ,(B\S )and (EZ.AL2)  were  increased respectively as follows: 
 

(a) For cracking load  
For bar (Sm ), by about  13.07 and  21.15%, respectively. 
For bar (B\S), by about 20.0 and 30.0   %, respectively  
For bar (EZ.AL2), by about 23.2 and 36.04%, respectively. 
 
(b) For ultimate load 
For bar (Sm), by about 7.8 and 14.08 %, respectively 
For bar (B\S), by about 10 and 17.03 %, respectively. 
For bar (EZ.AL2), by about 11.06 and 18.05 %, respectively.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig (11):  Cracking and ultimate loads 
of tested beams versus relative rib 
area of steel bars. 

Fig 12: Cracking and ultimate loads          
of tested beams versus fibers type. 

 
 
4. 2  Measured Deformations  
The values of the obtained deformation at cracking (Pcr) and the ultimate loads (Pu) for 
tested beams are given in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9.The values of this deformation depend 
on the grade of steel and its relative rib area (α sb), and the fiber type. 

 
4. 2. 1  Mid-span deflections 
The values of deflection and the loads are considerably affected by the following 
parameters, as shown in Table 6 and Fig. 13 . 
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Table 6:  Values of experimental deflection at cracking and ultimate loads and load 
at different values of deflection. 

 

Group 
No. 

Series 
Fiber 
Types 

Relative 
Rib Area 

(αsb) 

Load (ton) at 
Deflection  

Deflection, 
(mm) at Pcr  

(δcr) 

Deflection, 
(mm)at Pu 

(δu) 
 0.5 mm 5 mm 

A 
B1 

Without 
Fiber 

0.000 0.87 4.72 1.34 16.21 
B2 0.062 1.16 6.6 1.53 12.25 
B3 0.100 1.30 7.12 1.62 11.3 

B 
B1P 

PP.F 
0.000 1 5.07 1.27 15.25 

B2P 0.062 1.36 7.07 1.48 11.7 
B3P 0.100 1.57 8 1.53 10.9 

C 
B1S 

HS.F 
0.000 1.2 5.25 1.23 14.75 

B2S 0.062 1.56 7.56 1.45 10.8 
B3S 0.100 1.78 9 1.47 10.5 

 
 

-Influence of grade of steel and its relative rib a rea (αsb ) 
At the same values of the deflections, the loads increase with the increase of grade of 
steel bar and its relative rib area (αsb). The loads were increased by different 
percentages ranged from 30% to 57 % at deflection = 0.5 mm. But, this increase 
ranged from 33% to 71.4 % at deflection = 5 mm. 
 

At the cracking loads, deflection increases with the increase of the relative rib (αsb) due 
to increase of the cracking loads and constant stiffness of beams. The deflection was 
increased by different percentages ranging from 14.2 to 21 %. 
 

At the ultimate loads, deflection decreases with the increase of the relative rib (αsb). 
The deflection was decreased by different percentages ranged from 23.3 to 30.3  %. 
The reduction of the values of deflection for the beams reinforced with steel bar 
(EZ.AL2) , (B\S) having (αsb = 0.10 , 0.062) with higher values of yield stress may be 
due to the increase of the bond strength and the decrease of the slip resulting from the 
increase of the relative rib area (αsb) and the decrease in number, length and width of 
cracks. Therefore, the stiffness of these beams were more than the corresponding 
stiffness for beams reinforced with steel bar (Sm) having (αsb = 0.0&Fy=3100kg/cm2). 
 
-Influence of fibers type 
At the same values of deflection, the loads increase with the used fibers in reinforced 
concrete. The loads were increased by different percentages ranged from 15% to  
37.9% for deflections = 0.5 mm. Whereas these increases ranging from 7.1% to 26.4 % 
for deflections = 5 mm. 

 

At the cracking load, deflection decreases with the used fibers in reinforced concrete. 
The deflection value was decreased by different percentages ranged from 3.27  % to 
9.3 %. At the ultimate loads, deflection decreases with the used fibers in reinforced 
concrete. The deflection value was decreased by different percentages ranged from   
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3.5 % to 11.84 % .The decrease of deflection with the used fibers in reinforced 
concrete resulting to decrease of slip and increase of bond strength, which 
accompanied with the decrease of length and width of cracks. Therefore, the stiffness 
of these beams with the used fibers in reinforced concrete were more than those for 
beams without fibers as shown in Fig. 14 . 
 

Table 7: Values of slip at cracking and ultimate loads and loads at different slips. 
 

Group 
No. 

Series 
FIBER 
TYPES 

Relative 
Rib 

Area(αsb) 

Load, (ton) at  
Slip   (mm)  Slip, (mm) 

at Pcr 

Slip,(mm) 
at Pul 

 0.025 0.25 

A 
B1 

Withou
t Fiber 

0.000 0.08 0.75 0.81 2.25 
B2 0.062 0.17 2.05 0.47 1.34 
B3 0.100 0.24 2.65 0.40 1.19 

B 
B1P 

PP.F 
0.000 0.12 1..17 0.67 1.90 

B2P 0.062 0.36 3.86 0.32 1.09 
B3P 0.100 0.5 4.8 0.28 0.96 

C 
 

B1S 
HS.F 

0.000 0.16 1.5 0.58 1.75 
B2S 0.062 0.41 4.51 0.29 0.95 
B3S 0.100 0.63 5.85 0.25 0.84 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 13:  Deflection at cracking and 
ultimate load versus relative rib area of 
tested beams.  

Fig. 14:  Deflection at cracking and 
ultimate load versus fibers type  of 
tested beams.  

 
 

4. 2. 2  End slip of  steel  
The values of slip at cracking and ultimate loads and the loads are considerably 
affected by the following parameters: -  
 

– Influence of grade of the main steel and its relati ve rib area ( αsb ) 
The measured end slip of steel bars of tested beams as affected by grade of steel or its 
relative rib area are shown in Table 7  and Fig. 15 . At the same values of the slip, the 
loads increase with the increase of the relative rib area (αsb) due to increase of the bond 
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strength (fb). The loads were increased by different percentages ranged from 112.5% to 
317% for slip = 0.025 mm and from 110 % to 285% for slip = 0.25 mm. At the same 
values of loads, the slip decreases with the increase of the grade of steel and its  
relative rib area (αsb) due to increase of the bond strength (fb). 
 

At the cracking and the ultimate loads, the slip decreases with the increase of the 
relative rib area (αsb) . The slip were decreased by different percentage ranged from 
50.4% to 56.9 % for the cracking loads and from 47.1% to 52% for the ultimate loads. 
The decrease due to increase of  the bond strength and the decrease in number, length 
and width of cracks. Therefore, the stiffness of the cross-section of beams was 
increased. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Fig. 15:  Slip at cracking and ultimate 
load versus relative rib area of steel bar 
for tested beams. 

 Fig. 16:  Slip at Cracking  and Ultimate        
Load versus fiber types for tested beams.  

 
 
- Influence of fibers type 
The measured end slip for steel bars of tested beams with and without fibers are shown 
in Fig. 16  and Table 7 . At the same values of slip, the loads increase with the used 
fibers in (HPC). They increased by different percentages ranged from 50% to163% for 
slip = 0.025 mm and from 56 % to 102.7 % for slip = 0.25mm. 
 

At cracking load, the slip decreases with the used fibers in (HPC) by different 
percentages ranged from 17.3 % to 38.3 %. At the ultimate load, the slip decreases 
with the used fibers in (HPC) by different percentages ranged from 15.56 % to 37.5 %. 
The measured end slip for tested beams group (C), of harex steel fibers, were less than 
that measured for group (B) of polypropylene fibers. A1so, the measured end slip for 
tested beams group (B) having polypropylene fibers were less than that measured for 
tested beams group (A) without fibers. 
 
4. 2. 3  Concrete strain 
 

The values of concrete strain are measured at top surface of the compression zone 
corresponding to the relative rib area (αsb), fiber types, cracking and ultimate loads and 
shown in Table 8 . The values of concrete strain at cracking and ultimate loads and the 
loads are considerably affected by the following parameters: 

without F PP-F HS-F

FIBER TYPES

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

2

2.4

 SLIP (mm)at cracking and ultimate load 

Sm(0.00) B\S(0.062) EZ.AL2(0.10) for Pcr

Sm(0.00) B\S(0.062) EZ.AL2(0.10) for Pu
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Table 8 :  Values of concrete strain at cracking and ultimate loads and loads at concrete 
strain = 0.07 , 0.7*10-3 m/m. 

 

Group 
No. 

Series 
Fiber 
Types 

Relative Rib 
Area(αsb) 

Load (ton) at  Strain 
*10-3  Strain *10-3 

 at Pcr  

Strain 
*10-3 
at Pu 0.07  0.70  

A 
B1 

Without 
fibers 

0.000 1.0 6.2 0.18 0.75 
B2 0.062 1.75 7.28 0.24 1.29 
B3 0.100 2.0 7.59 0.25 1.46 

B 
B1P 

PP.F 
0.000 1.2 6.38 0.20 0.85 

B2P 0.062 2 7.53 0.25 1.45 
B3P 0.100 2.25 8 0.28 1.62 

C 
B1S 

HS.F 
0.000 1.5 6.6 0.21 0.93 

B2S 0.062 2.2 7.76 0.26 1.56 
B3S 0.100 2.4 8.41 0.30 1.69 

 
 
- Influence of grade of main steel and its relative  rib area ( αsb ) 
Influence of grade of steel represented by its relative rib area on the concrete strain of 
all tested beams is shown in Fig. 17  and Table 8 . At the same values of strain, the 
loads increase with the increase of the relative rib area (αsb) by different percentages 
ranged from 46.7 % to 100 % for strain = 0.07*10-3 and from 17.4 % to 27.4 % for 
strain = 0.7*10-3. This increase due to the decrease of slip, length and width of cracks.  
 

At cracking load, the concrete strain increases with the increase of the relative rib area 
(αsb) by different percentages ranged from 23.8% to 42.8 %. At the ultimate load, 
concrete strain increases with the increase of the relative rib area (αsb) by different 
percentages ranged from 67.8 % to 94.7 %. 
 

The increase of the values of concrete strain at cracking and ultimate loads for beams 
reinforced with steel bar having more relative rib area (αsb) may be due to the bond 
strength increase and decrease of the slip between main steel and concrete for beams 
resulting from the decrease in length and width of cracks. Therefore, the stiffness of 
these beams were more than the beam with main steel of less relative rib area (αsb). 
 
- Influence of fibers type 
Influence of fibers type on the concrete strain of all tested beams is shown in Fig. 18  
and Table 8 . At the same values of strain, the loads increase with the used fibers in 
(HPC) by different percentages ranged from 20% to 50% at strain = 0.07*10-3 and 
ranged from 3 % to1.8 % at strain = 0.7*10-3. At cracking load, the strain increases 
with the used fibers in (HPC) by different percentage range ranged from 4.16 % to   
20 %. At ultimate load, the strain increases with the used fibers in (HPC) by different 
percentages ranged from 10.95 % to 24 % compared to those without fibers. 
 

At cracking and ultimate loads, the values of concrete strain increase for beams with 
polypropylene and harex steel fibers than beams without fibers. Also the values of 
concrete strain increase for beams with harex steel fibers than beams with 
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polypropylene fibers. The increase of the values of concrete strain at cracking and 
ultimate loads for beams with polypropylene and harex steel fiber may be due to the 
increase of bond strength and decrease of slip between main steel and concrete 
resulting from the decrease in length and width of cracks. Therefore, the stiffness of 
these beams became more than that of beams without fibers. 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 17:   Concrete strain at cracking 
and ultimate  load versus  relative rib 
area of tested beams.          

Fig. 18:   Concrete strain at cracking 
and ultimate load versus fibers type 
for tested beams. 

 
  
4. 2. 4  End slope of  tested beams 
The measured values of slope at the support of the beams corresponding to the point of 
maximum slope at cracking and ultimate loads are recorded in Table 9 . The values of 
slope at the cracking and the ultimate loads and the loads at different slopes are 
considerably affected by the following parameters:  
 

- Influence of grade of main steel and its relative  rib area ( αsb ) 
Influence of grade of steel represented by its relative rib area on the end slope of all 
tested beams is shown in Fig. 19  and Table 9 . At the same values of slope the values 
of loads increase with the increase of grade of steel and its relative rib area (αsb). At 
the cracking loads, the slope of tested beams at the support increased with the increase 
of the relative rib area (αsb) due to the increase of cracking loads and constant stiffness 
of the cross-section of the beam. At the ultimate loads, the slope of beams at the 
support decreased also with the increase of the relative rib area (αsb) and grade of steel 
due to the decrease of slip and increase of bond strength, which causes a decrease in 
length, and width of cracks.  
 

- Influence of fibers type 
Influence of fibers type on the end slope of all tested beams is shown in Fig. 20  and 
Table 9 . At constant slope, the values of load carrying capacity of beams increase with 
the used fibers due to increase of bond strength and decrease of slip which causes 
decrease in length, width of cracks and increase stiffness of the cross-section of the 
beam.   
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At the cracking load, the slope values for beams increase with the used fibers due to 
increase of cracking load and constant value of stiffness of the beam. The reduction of 
the values of slope at ultimate loads for beams with harex fibers are due to the increase 
of bond strength and decrease of slip which causes decrease in length, width of cracks 
and increase the cross-section stiffness of the beams. 
 
Table 9: Values of slope at cracking and ultimate loads and  loads at different slopes. 

 

Group 
No. 

 
Series 

Type of 
fiber 

Relative  
Rib Area 

(αsb) 

Load,(ton) at 
Slope, (radian) 

 

Slope * 10 -3    

at cracking 
load  (Pcr) 

Slope  *10 -3        
at ultimate 
load (Pu0) 0.001 0.01 

A 
B1 

Without 
Fiber 

0.000 1.50 5.27 1.68 20.3 
B2 0.062 2.0 8.0 1.98 15.9 
B3 0.100 2.15 9.05 2.1 14.6 

B 
B1P 

PP.F 
0.000 1.55 5.67 1.60 19.75 

B2P 0.062 2.21 8.71 1.91 15.2 
B3P 0.100 2.56 10.38 1.98 14.14 

C 
 

B1S 
HS.F 

0.000 1.76 6 1.56 18.85 
B2S 0.062 2.47 9.46 1.88 13.99 
B3S 0.100 2.7 11.78 1.91 13.65 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Fig. 19:  Slope at cracking  and ultimate 
load versus relative rib area for tested 
beams.        

 Fig. 20:   Slope at  cracking and ultimate 
load versus fiber types for tested beams. 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
1. The shape of rib geometry of steel bars represented by its relative rib area (αsb) 

has a very small effect on their mechanical properties especially yield stress and 
ultimate strength and the main influence depends on the grade of steel. 

2. The shape of rib geometry has a clear influence on the ultimate bond strength of 
tested specimens, which increased by about 139% by the increase of the relative 
rib area from 0.0 to 0.10 and not mainly depended on the yield stress of steel bars.    
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3. The first crack was early observed for (HPFRC) beams with main steel bars 
having smaller values of yield stress and relative rib area (αsb) and also for beams 
without fibers. 

4. The width of cracks and spacing between them were significantly large for beams 
having smooth bars, but narrow for other beams having ribbed bars. The 
propagation of cracks for beams reinforced with ribbed bars were more than  those 
of beams reinforced with smooth bars. 

5. The values of cracking and ultimate load carrying capacity of R.C. tested beams 
were increased with the increase of the yield stress and relative rib areas of main 
steel (αsb from 0.0 to 0.10) by about 65 & 76% respectively for beams without 
fibers. Also, they were increased by about 80 & 82% for beams with 
polypropylene fibers and by about 86 & 83% for beams with harex steel fibers.   

6. Adding fibers to the concrete mixes of (HPC) beams showed consistent higher 
first cracking and higher ultimate loads than those  without fibers. Also adding 
harex steel fibers to the high strength R.C. beams showed consistent higher first 
cracking and ultimate loads than those of  beams with polypropylene fiber.  

7. The values of the deflection, strain, slip and end slope at free end of tested beams 
were decreased with the increase of the yield stress and relative rib area (αsb) of 
the main steel.  

8. Adding fibers to the concrete mixes of (HPC) beams showed smaller values of 
deflection, strain, slip and  slope than those of beams without fibers. Also, they 
were less for beams with harex steel fibers than those of beams with 
polypropylene fibers. 

9. The addition of fibers to concrete mixes of R.C. beams has greatly improved their 
ductility by increasing the ultimate strains under maximum compressive stresses 
and improved the crack propagation patterns for all tested (HPFRC) beams.  

10. High strength fiber R.C. beams showed smaller crack widths and numbers 
compared to high strength R.C. beams without fibers at the same loading levels. 
Also, tested beams with harex steel fibers showed smaller crack widths and 
numbers compared to test beams with polypropylene fibers at the same loading 
levels.    
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�ك ا	����ء � �$#"�� ھ����  ا����ءات و��دة ���� ا����� ا������ �

,*�ات ا�+�����  ا�*��  ����  ا�*(�و)  و ذات ا&���ف �  
  $�0 $#"�� ا&�*�ل إ-���$�,� 

  

ا,033A,2K  وذ,2I;0  J333وF33G33H اEو0331 ا533ABCة ظ<5333ت ا,=2>033 ا,;03342 :869334ام ا,012333456 ذات ا,
:869334اF33G 2>H ا,;F1233W ذات ا:ر233S2TUت ا,033A,2K وF33G J,Q33R ا,21233456ت ا,F33G 033OAIP ا,;L33MNت 

0X5=W,ا . YAO3Z9,83 اX8[ \3H 0A,2S 0WZ1 ]O^9X 0H2وI;,0 اA,2S 01245B 5وف أن ا8694امK;,ا \H )
 F,اb[ c,إ efU7 %2ع^I,2]0 اZH \H  (:ا FG 0H2وIH cfhأ FOS لbf=O, 53fNS يC 2ءN=1

Fl233M1إ  . c33fh33\ أH 2دةT9334n,  دةb33o,ا F,233S YAO33ZU 833X8[ 533وري ا869334امp,33\ اH YW33qأ J,Q33,
H2وIH0 0A,2K,0 اH2وI;,ا,012456 ذات ا rH s, . 83X8=,ا \A3t  03AG2R J342;U ةbh ]O^9X 5HC2ن اG  اQ,

83X8[ Y^34 ا,b39Nt YAO3Z9ءات b3h 83,bU e3TwUى ا,J342;9 ا,03AG2w  و ا,vO9ZX 2;H 012456م أن X=23ط 
233;>NAt . 833 ظ<533تIG 033TO96;,ا s33Uدb<و YAO33Z9,833 اX8[ اعb331C ءاتb339N,0 اA3348Nف ھn933B: 533اz1و

03H2وI;,03 اA,2S 0123456,3\ اH 0Al23M1{53 اq2NK,ك اbO34 F3OS فn93B:ا اQ35 ھ}0 اG5K;, 0<2=,ا  .
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33H2وI;,33~ أن ا,01233456 ذات اA[033  0و^O6,ا ا]29>�33 اQ33, 033A,b^;;,033 اOAOh0 وT33fh 233دةH 033A,2K,ا
 0A,b^;H 2دة ذاتH F,2 إ>OXb=9, 2فA,Cا ePH 2تG2�{ا �Kt F,0 إA12456,ا .  

 \3H 0KN3f;,0 ا=O3Z;,0 اA123456,53ات ا;wO,  23ءN=1:ك اbO34 \S 5ةGb9;,2ت اHbOK;,0 اOـI, 5اz1و
2A,Cف  r3H اF3G Q3BC ا:23W9Sر �3Kt ا,;53A�9ات ا,0A,2S 012456 ا,;2Iو8t 0Hون ا2A,Cف  و ذات ا

 s3Uدb<و F3ZAl5,ا YAO3Z9,83 اX8=, ءb39NO,  0AW3ZN,23]0 اZ;,ا e3PH كbOZ,ا اQھ cOS 5}�U F9,ا . J,Q3,
3� وا86934ام أb31اع 3H 03TO96H\ ا23A,Cف و]YAO3ZU 83X8 ذي >b3دة AW^U F3OS v3R5X ~3=W,ا اQ32ن ھG

 23A<b,bNwU FG 0TO96H ءاتb915إوB 53ات;R 5 2391جA}�3U  03403  {�3 دراH2وI;,03 اA,2S 0=O3ZH 0A1234
ھ0A48N ا,b9Nءات ,=83X8 ا,YAO3Z9 ا,F3ZAl5 و>bدs3U وb31 J,Q3Rع ا23A,Cف bO34 F3OSك ا:23N=1ء ,<23 

  . ا:5A}�U �=U  0AwAU294 اC];2ل
  

(  R;5ات O3ZH 0A12345B=0 ذات 2IHو03A,2S 03H  9و�U 8h ذ,�t  J>5اء ا2W9Bرات 8S FOS 0AO;KHد 
900  �oR /�42 ( 2>;A3ZIU  �3U 83hوc3,23ت  إSb;oH ثn3} .83دS \3H نb3w9U c3,وC03 اSb;o;,3ا 

 \3H نb3w9U 03A12P,03 اSb;o;,2ف ، واA,8ون أt 5ات;R3  23فA,23 أ>t 53ات;RF,b3W,0  اW3ZNt \AOt53وt
1 % \3H نb3w99G 0P,2P,0 اSb;o;,2 اH0 ، أ^O6,ا \H �o=,2t3  23>t 53ات;R   �R83 ا,<23رX8[ 23فA,أ

 0W33ZNt1 %=,233t033^O6,33\ اH �o .233ع^h 0  ذاتA1233456,533ات ا;w,ه اQ33�33      وھt2}12×30 �334
FZAlر  cOT4 YAOZU2=   وØ16يbOSو  �H  2Ø 12 �3H   2312تR10  =و Ø 8 �3H/539H .  لb3ط

53Hات  5+  �34 240= �34 ، أ23H ا,W=53 ا,wO, F3Ow;53ات  240= ا,W=5 ا,2KTل ,wO;5ات ا,;53W96ة 
]12< eR \H �AZ,5 ا^h  .ا �U 8h 0 وA,29,5ات اA�9;,2ر اW9S:ا FG QBE:  

– 39NO, 0AW3ZN,23]0 اZ;,2t 23>NS 53WKH�39ات وN,0 اA48Nءھb  F3G 8693مZ;,ا F3ZAl5,ا YAO3Z9,83 اX8=,
 F2 ھ>;Ah2ر وW9B:2ت اNAS)0.0  ،0.062  ،0.10  ( 23>NS 5WKHو YAOZ9,8 اX8[ دةb< J,QRو

23333>;Ahع وb3333p6,03333 اH2وI;t )3100 �3333OHC83333 اX8=O, ،4600 ،4750 �3333oR/�333342  83333X8=O,
5�5M;,ا. (  

–  0H86933Z;,233ف اA,Cع اb331),b33W,233ف اA,أF  0W33ZNt �R233ف ا,<233رA,وأ  \AOt533وt1 % \33H �o=,233t  
0A1233456,033 ا^O6,3312ـ�  –) اR 033 وH2وI;,033 اA,2S 01233456,33\ اH  033 وا]833ةWU�33 ا869334ام رU 833hو

 F9<2 ھ;Ah)900 �oR/�42 ( ، 03^O6O, 23فA,Cا v3AR5U \3H 0 وا]83ةW3Z1 J,QR2ر031 وI;, J3,وذ
�l29N,ا.  

  

 FOX 2H 2>NH ~=W,ا اQھ FG 0H2ھ �l29N, eqb9,ا �U 8hو:  
ط5از ا:2A>1ر وbO34ك ا:23N=1ء ,wO;53ات ا,0A123456 ا,;03A,2S 0=O3Z ا,;2Iو83t 03Hون ا23A,Cف  –

       F333OS  8333;9KX ھ0A33348N ا,b3339Nءات 2A3334Cخ ]8333X8 ا,YAO333Z9 ا,F333ZAl5 و>bدs333U وذات ا2333A,Cف 
  .2A,Cف ا,;0H869Z وb1 FOS J,QRع ا

– 33G 233فA,Cا869334ام اF  �33دىX 0A1233456,533ات ا;w,233 إا>NAt 0G233Z;,233دة اX533وخ و زM,ا e33AOIU c33,
 �333I1 0 وA12333456,5333ات ا;wO, 0333A,b^;;,2333دة اXوز e333;[ F333fhوأ �X5333M9,2333دة أ];2333ل اXوز

  .ا,nwM9ت ا,=2د{�AB59,2R  0 واv1:ق ا,=rH 8X8 ا,012456 
–  8X8[ 2خA4C ءاتb9N,0 اA48N�3{5 ھU \3w,03 وAwA12wA;,ا s3qاbB FOS 5}�U : FZAl5,ا YAOZ9,ا

 F,اb3=t 83ورهt 83XvX يQ3,8 وا,0123456 واX8=,ا \At J42;U ا><2دات Ffhأ FOS Yوا� ewMt
  .2I;,2tر2NAKt 01ت ا,=8X8 اF,0.10 �OHC إ2Xvtدة ا,;2Z]0 ا,b9NO, 0AWZNء % 139


